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Marketing Without AdvertisingNolo, 2001
           Milton Moskowitz, co-author, 100 Best Companies to Work for in America
   There are good ideas here on every page... the nitty-gritty steps you need to—and can—take to generate sales...      

       Business Life
 ...straightforward advice on how to...
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Optical Engineering Fundamentals, Second Edition (SPIE Tutorial Text Vol. TT82)SPIE Publications, 2009

	This classic Tutorial Text provides a basic understanding of many fundamental optical principles. The second edition has been updated to reflect the development of electronic sensors, as well as the advent of mainstream consumer optical products. Chapters also emphasize the application of state-of-the-art computer software to generate...
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The Edge of Anarchy: The Railroad Barons, the Gilded Age, and the Greatest Labor Uprising in AmericaSt Martin Press, 2019

	
		"Timely and urgent...The core of The Edge of Anarchy is a thrilling description of the boycott of Pullman cars and equipment by Eugene Debs’s fledgling American Railway Union..." ?The New York Times

		

		"During the summer of 1894, the stubborn and irascible Pullman became a...
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Mass Customization: Opportunities, Methods, and Challenges for ManufacturersApress, 2015

	Mass Customization examines the business opportunities, considerations, and challenges manufacturers in various industries must weigh before committing to the significant investment in machinery and software needed to go to mass customization. For manufacturers who decide that it’s time to take the plunge, the author describes...
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Photoshop For Right-Brainers: The Art of PhotomanipulationSybex, 2009
Learn how to tap into the creative part of your brain to create amazing digital art in Photoshop CS4. This exciting, full-color guide is designed especially for artists and photographers who want to harness the thrilling potential of the new release of Photoshop. Youll go beyond cookie-cutter techniques and discover unique ideas for creative...
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Windows 7 Annoyances: Tips, Secrets, and SolutionsO'Reilly, 2010

	They say no one should see how sausage or laws get made, and I feel the same

	is true for software.


	Imagine a windowless room in a nondescript office building. Inoffensive tan carpet lines the floors, fluorescent lights hum softly overhead, and 20 seated Microsoft employees flank a rectangular folding table in the center of...
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Hacking Windows Vista: ExtremeTechJohn Wiley & Sons, 2007
"Why didn't they ask me before they did that?" 

Vista is the most radical revamping of Windows since 1995. But along with all  the fantastic improvements, there are a couple of things that drive you up the  wall. Maybe you're not seeing the performance you expect. Security is better,  but boy, is it annoying. And what's with...
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Blender 3D 2.49 Incredible MachinesPackt Publishing, 2009
Blender 3D provides all the features you need to create super-realistic 3D models of machines for use in artwork, movies, and computer games. Blender 3D 2.49 Incredible Machines gives you step-by-step instructions for building weapons, vehicles, robots, and more.

This book will show you how to use Blender 3D for mechanical modeling and...
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Fracking: The Operations and Environmental Consequences of Hydraulic Fracturing (Energy Sustainability)John Wiley & Sons, 2013

	Hydraulic fracturing (also known as fracking, fracing, or worse)

	of rock deep beneath the surface to release petroleum product has

	become a contentious subject across the globe. This practice is not

	to be confused with drilling or extraction. Fracking is the process

	of using fluid power to fracture rock to release gas (and...
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Amazing Leonardo da Vinci Inventions You Can Build Yourself (Build It Yourself series)Nomad Press, 2006

	From armored tanks and gliders to "plastic glass" and drawing machines, this interactive book explores the incredible mind of Leonardo da Vinci through hands-on building projects and activities. Most of Leonardo's inventions were never made in his lifetime and remained sketches in his famous notebooks; kids examine some of these...
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Cladding of Buildings: 3rd EditionSpon Press, 1998
Everything from cladding manufacture through design to assembly is covered in this book. - Building Design     

       This updated edition covers the main types of cladding systems in detail and explains methods of production, performance characteristics, applications and methods of assembly, incorporating the...
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Windows Vista For Dummies Quick Reference (Computer/Tech)For Dummies, 2007


    If such a thing as a beautiful user interface for a personal computer operating system exists, Microsoft’s Windows Vista, shown in the following figure, is surely at the top of this list. However, as you find out in this part, the Windows Vista desktop is much more than just a pretty face. Indeed, Vista is also...
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